
Using key  terms throughout a sentence, 
paragraph or ev en the entire article helps 
create continuity  and highlight the focus of the 
manuscript.
It is important to repeat the exact same term, 
instead of replacing it w ith sy nonyms or 
alternativ e w ords, ev en if this is slightly  boring. 
Repeating the exact key  term helps readers stay  
clear on w hat the key  idea 

Example

Avoid: Yeast is a fungus. Saprophytes  are a 
member of the group of eukaryotic organisms. 
Molds  are the principal decomposers in ecological 
sy stems.

Use:  Yeast is a fungus. Fungi  are a member of 
the group of eukaryotic organisms. Fungi  are the 
principal decomposers in ecological sy stems.

How ev er, make sure y ou don’t start all y our 
sentences w ith the same w ord, but create a 
paragraph that flow s w ell.

Changing terms
W hen y ou need to change key  term to use a 
more specific one, link the generic and specific 
term together in a sentence to introduce the new  
key  term to create continuity .

Example

Avoid: Turtles, crocodiles, snakes, and lizards 
do not hav e an aquatic larv al stage. Most reptiles 
are ov iparous…

The reader might not know  that reptile is the 
class that includes these listed species. It is 
important to connect  the tw o.

Use: Turtles, crocodiles, snakes, and lizards, 
which are reptiles, do not hav e an aquatic larv al 
stage. Most reptiles  are ov iparous…

Writing tip
Key  terms are also highlighted at the beginning 
of y our article and help other researchers find 
new  papers. Select key  terms that represent the 
essence of y our article.
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